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It is all about understanding natural language
How to define understanding?
View-1: A very unofficial, not so testable, but surprisingly useful definition
“… understanding (a document) means you can represent it in a way so an extra generic
algorithm can answer all the questions about it. … ”
-- from personal correspondence with Hang and ZZ years ago

View-2: Equally unofficial and equally useful
Semantics can not be defined and represented independent of the scenario

A more practical view
We represent semantics in a graph structure, with
① “objects” (entities with internal properties) from different classes
② relations between objects

ID: P01

ID: P02

Name Tom
Gender
Age

Name John
Gender
Age

seller

principal

“Tom stole a white Audi A6 and a
black BMW 3. He tried to sell
John both cars, but he only took
the BMW for 5K.”

ID: E01

ID: E02

Suspect
Victim
Type
Theft
Time
Location
Related Items

Suspect
Victim
Type disposal
Time
Location
Related Items

stolen

ID: I01
Type auto
Model Audi-A6
Color white
Value
Status

stolen

ID: I02

Type auto
Model BMW-3
Color black
Value $5,000
Status sold

disposed

buyer

In bloody reality, it looks more like this …
• Long text with informal language, multiple events, complex spatio-temporal relation
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Document understanding can be modeled as a complex decision process

Some basic beliefs about document understanding
l Document reading is largely a forward process with occasional detour
l The reader maintains a semi-structured representation of current understanding of history
l This “partial understanding” is heavily involved in parsing the future text

l The reader maintains multiple hypotheses, just like particle-filtering
l The reader might modify its understanding and “backtrack” occasionally

Too complex !

D.U. as a decision process
Basically, it is like this
semantic representation

agent

reading
. . . Tom stole a white Audi A6 and a black BMW 3. He tried to sell John both cars, but he only took the . . . .

More specifically… (Object-Oriented Neural Programming)
• Object Memory: Objects and their relations
both symbolic and distributed
• Matrix Memory: matrix or vector (as the memory in NTM)
fully distributed
• Action History: log of actions taken by the reader,
fully symbolic

More specifically… (Object-Oriented Neural Programming)

Actions
Generic actions
① New an object with class c
② Assign x to object-k
③ Update the property p of object-k
④ Add an link of type i from object-k to object-k’

More advanced or customized actions
• New n objects with class c
• Skip text with length l (or until landmark L)
• Repeat action on time t
• Delete object-k
• many more …
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Symbolic part of object memory =

Actions：
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UpdateObject(P01).Name = “Tom”
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Actions：
NewObject(class=Event): IDX = E01
UpdateObject(E01).Type = Theft
UpdateObject(E01).Suspect.Principal += PO1
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Symbolic part of object memory =

Actions：
NewObject(class=Item): IDX = I01
UpdateObject(I01).Type = automobile
UpdateObject(I01).Model = Audi-A6
UpdateObject(I01).Color = white
UpdateObject(E01).Items.Stolen += I01

Actions：
NewObject(class=Event): IDX = E02
UpdateObject(E02).Type = disposal
UpdateObject(E02).Suspect.Seller += P01
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UpdateObject(P01).Name = “Tom”
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Actions：
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NewObject(class=People): IDX = P02
UpdateObject(P02).Name = “John”
UpdateObject(E02).Suspect.Buyer += P02

NewObject(class=Event): IDX = E01
UpdateObject(E01).Type = Theft
UpdateObject(E01).Suspect.Principal += PO1

Actions：
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UpdateObject(I01).Color = black
UpdateObject(E01).Items.Stolen+=I02
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UpdateObject(I01).Color = white
UpdateObject(E01).Items.Stolen += I01

Actions：

Actions：
NewObject(class=Event): IDX = E02
UpdateObject(E02).Type = disposal
UpdateObject(E02).Suspect.Seller += P01

Actions：
NewObject(class=People): IDX = P01
UpdateObject(P01).Name = “Tom”
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NewObject(class=People): IDX = P02
UpdateObject(P02).Name = “John”
UpdateObject(E02).Suspect.Buyer += P02

NewObject(class=Event): IDX = E01
UpdateObject(E01).Type = Theft
UpdateObject(E01).Suspect.Principal += PO1

Actions：
NewObject(class=Item): IDX = I02
UpdateObject(I01).Type = automobile
UpdateObject(I01).Model = BMW-3
UpdateObject(I01).Color = black
UpdateObject(E01).Items.Stolen+=I02

Symbolic part of object memory =

Actions：
NewObject(class=Item): IDX = I01
UpdateObject(I01).Type = automobile
UpdateObject(I01).Model = Audi-A6
UpdateObject(I01).Color = white
UpdateObject(E01).Items.Stolen += I01

Actions：

Actions：
NewObject(class=Event): IDX = E02
UpdateObject(E02).Type = disposal
UpdateObject(E02).Suspect.Seller += P01

Actions：
NewObject(class=People): IDX = P01
UpdateObject(P01).Name = “Tom”

Tom stole

UpdateObject(E02).Item += I02
UpdateObject(I02).Status = sold

a white Audi A6 and a black BMW 3 . He tried to sell John both cars , but he only took the BMW for 5K .

Actions：

Actions：

NewObject(class=People): IDX = P02
UpdateObject(P02).Name = “John”
UpdateObject(E02).Suspect.Buyer += P02

NewObject(class=Event): IDX = E01
UpdateObject(E01).Type = Theft
UpdateObject(E01).Suspect.Principal += PO1

Actions：
NewObject(class=Item): IDX = I02
UpdateObject(I01).Type = automobile
UpdateObject(I01).Model = BMW-3
UpdateObject(I01).Color = black
UpdateObject(E01).Items.Stolen+=I02

Symbolic part of object memory =

Actions：
UpdateObject(I02).value = $5,000

Some remarks
• The Reader can see the future vaguely, through
Ø document representation in Inline Memory (e.g., through bi-LSTM)
Ø look-ahead during the decision process

• It can have multiple read-heads and read multiple times, if needed
• Rich interaction between neural and symbolic components （will discuss later）

Example of an entire decision process …
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D.U. needs neural-symbolism
• The complex decision process of parsing provides a naturally hot pot for blending neural stuff
and symbolic stuff
• Symbolism provides an inductive bias necessary for grasping linguistic and document
structure
Example-1
Example-2
When parsing “… he returned both tablets …” ，the reader should perform a
Example-3
When reading “… he was involved in the following three robbery …” , the

symbolic operation like
When
parsing
information
in a list,
such as like
reader
should
perform
a symbolic
operation
went with
Tom (M, 25 yo), Jessica
(F, 27yo),
and Einstein (M, 135yo) … ”
For “…
all he
objects
(type=tablet),change
status
to “returned”
the3 reader
should
repeats some
the actions
New
objects
with sensibly
class-events,
type of
= “robbery”

Connectionism vs. Symbolism
Symbolic

Neural:
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All kinds of fuzziness (and the generalization
ability)

①

Precise, with clear boundary, location-based
addressing
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Naturally maintain a surrogate for distribution
of hypotheses, hence easy to BP

②

Generalization: good at dealing with variables,
recursion, and reference

③

Sometimes: plug and play

The real monster
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Neural:
①

All kinds of fuzziness (and the generalization
ability)

①

Precise, with clear boundary, location-based
addressing

②

Naturally maintain a surrogate for distribution
of hypotheses, hence easy to BP

②

Generalization: good at dealing with variables,
recursion, and reference

③

Sometimes: plug and play

The symbolic solution

Connectionism vs. Symbolism: more details
Connectionism
representation

operation

knowledge

“continuous representation”, e.g.,
vector or matrix with fixed-sizes

Differentiable operations
• mostly matrix-vector calculations
and gating of various forms
• friendly to gradient-based learning

Parameters of neural nets
• mostly just neural net weights
• other external way to save the
parameters

Symbolism
• Discrete representations, e.g.,
category, string, graph (including
logic-forms) etc.
• Practically, one-hot representations
and the composition of them

Logic reasoning or symbolic
execution

Rules

Connectionism meeting symbolism: the interface
• Neural à Symbolic:
• Through “classification” (e.g., discrete actions, tagging etc), NN can generate symbolic representation,
“operations”, and even knowledge
• Very hard to maintain the differentiability, but there are some tricky ways

• Symbolic à Neural:
• Through embedding, NN can learn to take symbolic representations and even operations

• Some other way around：
• Neural stuff contained in symbolic structures
• NN called by symbolic system
• Neural stuff taught to take rules or act like symbolic system

Proposals to marry them
(D.U. scenarios only)

Normal NN-based prediction, eg.
• text classification
• sequential labeling

text

N.N.

Distributed

Symbolic

Ø Extensively used in all DL companies and labs

Normal rule-based prediction, e.g.,
• open domain I.E.

text

R.E.

Symbolic

rules
Ø Extensively used in all NLP companies and some NLP labs

Rule assimilation
• Text classification, seq2seq

text

N.N.

Distributed

Symbolic

rules
Ø We tried it for years, but …
Ø No systemic triumph, and no promising proposal, as we know it

Simple rule as extra feature, e.g.,
• Text classification, NER

N.N.

text

R.E.

Distributed

Symbolic

Symbolic

rules
Ø Extensively used in NLP companies with engineers knowing both DL
and ”traditional” NLP

Neural-symbolism in OONP
① Neural reading
② Symbolic reading

6
1

③ Neural state update
3

N.N.

④ “discrete action”

Distributed

⑤ Symbolic operation

text

4
7
2

⑥ Neural recursion

R.E.

5
8

10

Symbolic

Symbolic

⑦ Discrete operation/input
⑧ “symbolic recursion”

9

⑨ Purely symbolic operations
⑩ Rendering

Ø Neural meets symbolic in a variety of ways
Ø Many … Neural à Symbolic à Neural à Symbolic… paths

Reader in OONP at work …
Carry-on Memory

9

Reader

Symbolic Reasoner

Neural Net Controller

8

Object Memory (D+S)

I

7

discrete action

Policy-net

6

8

Matrix Memory (D)

I

distributed I/O

2

Symbolic
Matching

8

Action History (S)

I

Symbolic Analyzer

1

3

operation Step-k

…

E

distributed I/O

Inline Memory

continuous signal
k

symbolic input

discrete action

discrete signal

5

4

D

D

D

S

S

S

…
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Learning
• We use step-by-step supervised learning as much as we can
• …, but sometimes we have to resort to reinforcement learning (or some RL-SL hybrid)
Ø When there is no direct supervision signal,
eg: we cannot determine when an action (say, specifying an object’s type ) is taken
Ø When there are multiple correct paths
eg: the agent can take the right action at different scales
Ø When the truth changes with time

Thank you! We are hiring too, :)

